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AP English Literature
Summer Reading Interactive Notebook Instructions

1. Below are three copies of interactive notebooks to be completed as you read the
novel.

2. Separate your novel into 3 relatively equal reading “chunks” that cover several
chapters and complete an interactive notebook as you read.

3. Do not save this assignment for the end of the summer or after significant time has
passed since you completed reading your chapters.

4. Use BULLETS ONLY for each task (except for questions). Do not write paragraphs or
in complete sentences. Aim for concise, yet clear writing.

5. Use the page numbers for the copy of the book you purchase.
6. This is independent work to be completed without outside help of any kind.

Novel Title:                           Author:
Reading Assignment # 1 Chapters Pages:

Task: Summary of the section.

1. First, give the chapters a title that captures either the
basic plot or significant developments of these chapters
as a whole..

2. Next, provide 3 specific reasons in bullet forms why you
choose that title.

a. PLEASE USE BULLETS. This will provide a
thorough enough summary of the major events
of the chapters in your own words.

3. Please be brief in this area. The other questions are the
more important parts of this assignment.

● Title:
● Summary:

Important Quotation
Choose one quotation that you think is the most
interesting/significant/ important. Include the speaker and
situation. Write the quotation and cite it with the page number.
(In correct MLA format). Using bullets, explain the significance
of the quotation. (Why did you choose this specific quote?) You
should answer the question: What is the effect on the reader?
After all, you are the reader.

●



Literary devices
Find one device that seems particularly interesting or
compelling.Write the quotation with the device and cite it with
the page number (In correct MLA format). List the type of
device and using bullets, explain the purpose and effectiveness
of the author’s use of it in the novel.

●

Setting Element
Choose ONE aspect of setting from these chapters that
seems particularly significant (physical location,
geographical location, time of year, season, weather, date,
day, etc).
Write the quotation with the element and cite it with the page
number. (In correct MLA format). In bullets, explain why this
aspect of setting is important and significant for these
chapters.

●

Questions
What questions do you have about the reading? Is there any
aspect that is confusing?  Seems contradictory?  Any event
where you need clarification?

●

Most Important Plot Development
Choose the MOST important plot development in this section
and explain why you chose it (bullets only). Note: you must
choose ONLY one plot development for these chapters/this
reading “chunk.”

●



Interactive Notebook Instructions
1. Below are three copies of interactive notebooks to be completed as you read the

novel.
2. Separate your novel into 3 reading “chunks” that cover several chapters and

complete an interactive notebook as you read.
3. Do not save this assignment for the end of the summer or after significant time has

passed since you completed reading your chapters.
4. Use BULLETS ONLY for each task (except for questions). Do not write paragraphs or

in complete sentences. Aim for concise, yet clear writing.
5. Use the page numbers for the copy of the book you purchase.
6. This is independent work to be completed without outside help of any kind.

Novel Title:                           Author:
Reading Assignment # 2 Chapters Pages:

Task: Summary of the section.

4. First, give the chapters a title that captures either the
basic plot or significant developments of these chapters
as a whole..

5. Next, provide 3 specific reasons in bullet forms why you
choose that title.

a. PLEASE USE BULLETS. This will provide a
thorough enough summary of the major events
of the chapters in your own words.

6. Please be brief in this area. The other questions are the
more important parts of this assignment.

● Title:
● Summary:

Important Quotation
Choose one quotation that you think is the most
interesting/significant/ important. Include the speaker and
situation. Write the quotation and cite it with the page number.
(In correct MLA format). Using bullets, explain the significance
of the quotation. (Why did you choose this specific quote?) You
should answer the question: What is the effect on the reader?
After all, you are the reader.

●



Literary devices
Find one device that seems particularly interesting or
compelling.Write the quotation with the device and cite it with
the page number (In correct MLA format). List the type of
device and using bullets, explain the purpose and effectiveness
of the author’s use of it in the novel.

●

Setting Element
Choose ONE aspect of setting from these chapters that
seems particularly significant (physical location,
geographical location, time of year, season, weather, date,
day, etc).
Write the quotation with the element and cite it with the page
number. (In correct MLA format). In bullets, explain why this
aspect of setting is important and significant for these
chapters.

●

Questions
What questions do you have about the reading? Is there any
aspect that is confusing?  Seems contradictory?  Any event
where you need clarification?

●

Most Important Plot Development
Choose the MOST important plot development in this section
and explain why you chose it (bullets only). Note: you must
choose ONLY one plot development for these chapters/this
reading “chunk.”

●



Interactive Notebook Instructions
1. Below are three copies of interactive notebooks to be completed as you read the

novel.
2. Separate your novel into 3 reading “chunks” that cover several chapters and

complete an interactive notebook as you read.
3. Do not save this assignment for the end of the summer or after significant time has

passed since you completed reading your chapters.
4. Use BULLETS ONLY for each task (except for questions). Do not write paragraphs or

in complete sentences. Aim for concise, yet clear writing.
5. Use the page numbers for the copy of the book you purchase.
6. This is independent work to be completed without outside help of any kind.

Novel Title:                           Author:
Reading Assignment # 3 Chapters Pages:

Task: Summary of the section.

7. First, give the chapters a title that captures either the
basic plot or significant developments of these chapters
as a whole..

8. Next, provide 3 specific reasons in bullet forms why you
choose that title.

a. PLEASE USE BULLETS. This will provide a
thorough enough summary of the major events
of the chapters in your own words.

9. Please be brief in this area. The other questions are the
more important parts of this assignment.

● Title:
● Summary:

Important Quotation
Choose one quotation that you think is the most
interesting/significant/ important. Include the speaker and
situation. Write the quotation and cite it with the page number.
(In correct MLA format). Using bullets, explain the significance
of the quotation. (Why did you choose this specific quote?) You
should answer the question: What is the effect on the reader?
After all, you are the reader.

●



Literary devices
Find one device that seems particularly interesting or
compelling.Write the quotation with the device and cite it with
the page number (In correct MLA format). List the type of
device and using bullets, explain the purpose and effectiveness
of the author’s use of it in the novel.

●

Setting Element
Choose ONE aspect of setting from these chapters that
seems particularly significant (physical location,
geographical location, time of year, season, weather, date,
day, etc).
Write the quotation with the element and cite it with the page
number. (In correct MLA format). In bullets, explain why this
aspect of setting is important and significant for these
chapters.

●

Questions
What questions do you have about the reading? Is there any
aspect that is confusing?  Seems contradictory?  Any event
where you need clarification?

●

Most Important Plot Development
Choose the MOST important plot development in this section
and explain why you chose it (bullets only). Note: you must
choose ONLY one plot development for these chapters/this
reading “chunk.”

●


